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The quadruple perovskites AA03B4X12 are characterized by an extremely wide

variety of intriguing physical properties, which makes them attractive candidates

for various applications. Using group-theoretical analysis, possible 1:3 A-site-

ordered low-symmetry phases have been found. They can be formed from a

parent Pm�33m perovskite structure (archetype) as a result of real or hypothetical

(virtual) phase transitions due to different structural mechanisms (orderings and

displacements of atoms, tilts of octahedra). For each type of low-symmetry

phase, the full set of order parameters (proper and improper order parameters),

the calculated structure, including the space group, the primitive cell

multiplication, splitting of the Wyckoff positions and the structural formula

were determined. All ordered phases were classified according to the irreducible

representations of the space group of the parent phase (archetype) and

systematized according to the types of structural mechanisms responsible for

their formation. Special attention is paid to the structural mechanisms of

formation of the low-symmetry phase of the compounds known from

experimental data, such as: CaCu3Ti4O12, CaCu3Ga2Sn2O12, CaMn3Mn4O12,

Ce1/2Cu3Ti4O12, LaMn3Mn4O12, BiMn3Mn4O12 and others. For the first time, the

phenomenon of variability in the choice of the proper order parameters, which

allows one to obtain the same structure by different group-theoretical paths, is

established. This phenomenon emphasizes the fundamental importance of

considering the full set of order parameters in describing phase transitions.

Possible transition paths from the archetype with space group Pm�33m to all 1:3

A-site-ordered perovskites are illustrated using the Bärnighausen tree

formalism. These results may be used to identify new phases and interpret

experimental results, determine the structural mechanisms responsible for the

formation of low-symmetry phases as well as to understand the structural

genesis of the perovskite-like phases. The obtained non-model group-theoretical

results in combination with crystal chemical data and first-principles calculations

may be a starting point for the design of new functional materials with a

perovskite structure.

1. Introduction

A-site-ordered quadruple AA03B4X12 perovskites occupy a

special place among a large variety of functional materials

(Mitchel, 2002; Tilley, 2016; King & Woodward, 2010; Alek-

sandrov & Beznosikov, 1997; Shimakawa, 2008; Yamada, 2017;

Long, 2016; Vasil’ev & Volkova, 2007). This numerous family

of materials is characterized by intriguing physical properties

such as a giant dielectric constant (Subramanian et al., 2000;

Homes et al., 2001), positive and negative magnetodielectricity

(Imamura et al., 2008), low- and high-field magnetoresistance

(Chen et al., 2014; Kida et al., 2012), multiferroic properties

(Wang et al., 2015; Zhou et al., 2017), large negative and

positive thermal expansion (Long, Hayashi et al., 2009; Zhang

et al., 2014; Long & Shimakawa, 2010) and heavy Fermion-like

behavior (Kobayashi et al., 2004).
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1:3 A-site-ordered perovskites were discovered in 1967

(Deschanvres et al., 1967). Interest in this class of materials

increased sharply 33 years after the discovery in CaCu3Ti4O12

of a giant low-frequency dielectric constant ("0’ 105), which is

stable over a wide temperature range from 100 to 600 K

(Subramanian et al., 2000; Homes et al., 2001). This discovery

allowed CaCu3Ti4O12 to be considered as a possible material

for devices, in particular in elements of static and dynamic

random access memory. The giant dielectric constant in

CaCu3Ti4O12 is usually associated with an extrinsic contribu-

tion, in particular with the internal barrier layer capacitance

(Sinclair et al., 2002; Cohen et al., 2003; Tselev et al., 2004;

Adams et al., 2006). This is due to the presence of a hetero-

geneous microstructure in the sample (semiconducting grains

separated by insulating grain boundaries), which results in

Maxwell–Wagner relaxation. Despite the extrinsic mechanism

of the appearance of the giant dielectric constant in

CaCu3Ti4O12, widely discussed in the literature, a number of

works emphasize possible intrinsic contributions to the

dielectric constant value (Liu et al., 2005; Zhu et al., 2007).

The discovery of the temperature-induced A–B intersite

charge transfer effect, which is associated with large negative

thermal expansion in LaCu3Fe4O12, aroused great interest

(Long, Hayashi et al., 2009). Later, charge transfer between

the different transition-metal cations at the square-planar A0

and octahedral B sites was found in other 1:3 A-site-ordered

perovskites: BiCu3Fe4O12 (Long & Shimakawa, 2010; Long,

Saito et al., 2009), LaCu3Cr4O12 and YCu3Cr4O12 (Zhang et al.,

2014). The latter two compounds showed positive thermal

expansion-like volume changes at the intersite charge transfer

transition. These materials can be used in such applications as

elasticity-tuned sensors and switching devices (Long, Hayashi

et al., 2009). Note the site-selective electron doping effect,

which is associated with a change in the valence in either the

A0 or the B sites, depending on the choice of the type of atom

in the A site (Zhang, Saito, Mizumaki et al., 2013).

A wide variety of magnetic properties is also characteristic

of 1:3 A-site-ordered perovskites which causes considerable

scientific interest in these materials. For example, CaCu3-

(Ge,Sn)4O12 and (La,Dy)Cu3(Ge3/4Ga1/4)4O12 are ferromag-

nets (Shimakawa, 2008; Shiraki et al., 2007), CaMn3V4O12 and

YMn3Al4O12 are antiferromagnets (Zhang, Saito, Chen et al.,

2013; Toyoda et al., 2015), CaCu3Fe4O12, Ce1/2Cu3Ti4O12,

BiCu3Mn4O12 and CaCu3Fe2Re2O12 are ferrimagnets (Chen et

al., 2014; Yamada et al., 2008; Saito et al., 2014; Takata

et al., 2007), (Na,Ca,Y)Cu3V4O12 are Pauli paramagnetics

(Shimakawa, 2008; Zhang, Saito, Mizumaki et al., 2013], and

Ca(MnxCu1�x)3V4O12 and LuMn3V4O12 are spin-glass phases

(Zhang, Saito, Chen et al., 2013; Shimakawa et al., 2014). The

magnetic properties of these materials can be tuned both by

changing the chemical composition (Shimakawa, 2008) and by

cation (or vacancy) ordering (Saito et al., 2014; Shimakawa et

al., 2014). An unusual geometric frustrated state in the Fe3+

spin sublattice was found in the A- and B-site-ordered quad-

ruple perovskite CaCu3Fe2Sb2O12 (Chen et al., 2014). The

magnetic and transport properties of CaCu3Ru4O12 have

attracted attention due to their heavy Fermion-like behavior

(Kobayashi et al., 2004). NaMn3Mn4O12 shows a sequence of

phase transitions associated with the spin, charge and orbital

orderings (Prodi et al., 2004). Recently, a strong spin-

driven magnetoelectric effect was observed in a perovskite

LaMn3Cr4O12 with a centrosymmetric cubic structure (Wang

et al., 2015). It is assumed that ferroelectricity in this

compound is of an electronic nature and is formed due to

magnetic ordering in two magnetic sublattices.

Thanks to all these physical properties, 1:3 A-site-ordered

quadruple AA03B4X12 perovskites are still of great interest.

The diverse and unique physical properties of 1:3 A-site-

ordered perovskites are mainly due to the ordered structure of

these crystals. We have previously carried out a study of

cation- and anion-ordered low-symmetry modifications of the

parent Pm�33m perovskite structure (Talanov, Shirokov et al.,

2014; Talanov, Talanov et al., 2014; Talanov et al., 2016). In this

article, we emphasize the systematic study of perovskite-like

structures with an order of 1:3 in the A sublattice which are

formed as a result of real or hypothetical (virtual) structural

phase transitions from the parent phase through various

structural mechanisms.

Currently, there are two main theoretical approaches to the

calculation of possible structures of the phases. The first

approach is based on the International Tables for Crystal-

lography (2010). We will call this the ITC approach for short.

The ITC approach is described in detail by Bärnighausen

(1975, 1980), Müller (2004, 2013). The second approach is

based on group-theoretical methods of the Landau theory of

phase transitions (Landau, 1937). It is based on the theory of

irreducible representations (irreps) of the space symmetry

groups. We will call it the ‘representation’ approach, or the

R-approach. Here we describe briefly each of these approa-

ches.

The ITC approach accumulates crystallographic knowledge

gained over more than 100 years – since the discovery of

space symmetry groups by Fedorov (1891) and Schoenflies

(1891). The visual representation of symmetry relations

between different structures/phases is given in the form

of a hierarchical ‘family tree’ or Bärnighausen tree. The

special Bärnighausen formalism is proposed, including

information about the paths of transition from the initial high-

symmetry structures/phases (aristotype) with space group G

to ‘daughter’ low-symmetry structures/phases (hettotypes)

with space group H indicating the kind of maximum subgroup

and index of the symmetry reduction. According to the

Hermann theorem (Hermann, 1928) there are two kinds of

maximal subgroups: isotranslational (now called ‘translation-

engleiche’, i.e. subgroups H have the same translation lattice

as G) and isoclass (their name is ‘klassengleiche’, i.e. sub-

groups H having a different translation lattice, but belonging

to the same crystal class as G). In the Bärnighausen formalism

these subgroups are denoted by ‘tn’ and ‘kn’, respectively,

where n is an index of symmetry reduction (Müller, 2013).

From the kinds of subgroups it is possible to deduce what and

how many kinds of domains can result from a phase transition

or topotactic reaction (Lotgering, 1959; Giovanoli & Leuen-

berger, 1969) involving a symmetry reduction. In addition,
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changes in the basis vectors, the origin shift and the splitting of

Wyckoff positions are indicated. Numerous examples of the

application of the ITC approach are given by Müller (2013)

and Bärnighausen (1980). This approach is a useful tool for

solving the structure of new crystals as well as for the struc-

tural design of novel materials.

The R-approach has been widely used in the investigation

of low-symmetry structures of crystals and structural

mechanisms of phase transitions ever since the classical works

of Landau and Lifshitz (Landau, 1937; Lifshitz, 1941; Landau

& Lifshitz, 1976). It consists of two stages. The first stage

includes finding all possible low-symmetry phases, corre-

sponding order parameters (OPs), basic vectors of primitive

cells and changing of primitive cell volume (V/V0) for the irrep

of the space group in the parent phase. At the second stage,

the structures of the low-symmetry phases are determined.

This problem was examined by Sakhnenko et al. (1986) and a

general method for its solution was suggested there. The

structure of the low-symmetry phase is connected with the so-

called ‘complete condensate of OPs’ [the full set of the proper

(primary) and the improper (secondary) OPs] as well as with

the basis functions of irreps.

The group-theoretical analysis is quite a cumbersome

procedure requiring the use of complex computer programs

especially if OPs are multicomponent. There are some soft-

ware applications for solution of the group-theoretical tasks:

CONDENSATE and BASIS (Chechin, 1989), ISOTROPY

(Howard & Stokes, 2005; Stokes & Hatch, 2002), the Bilbao

Crystallographic Server (Aroyo et al., 2006; Perez-Mato et al.,

2010) and others.

Visualization of the crystallographic analysis results of new

structures is an attractive part of the ITC approach. This is

used in the routine practice of solving structures. The

R-approach is less visual, but it allows one to describe and

predict not only atom but also spin and orbital structures, as

well as predict important physical effects, revealing the

physical nature of proper and improper OPs. This approach is

naturally linked with phenomenological thermodynamics,

quantum mechanics, optics, magnetism, orbital physics and

other fields of science.

The use of only one of the above approaches (ITC or R)

considerably reduces the possibilities of applying the obtained

results to solving various theoretical and practical problems of

crystallography and other sciences associated with it. These

two approaches complement each other. In our study of 1:3

A-site-ordered perovskite-like structures, an emphasis will be

placed on the R-approach. But in the final part of the article,

the Bärnighausen formalism will be used to visualize the

genesis of 1:3 A-ordered perovskite-like structures and to

establish the relationship between the ITC and R-approaches.

C. J. Howard and H. T. Stokes were the first to show that the

1:3 A-site ordering is associated with an OP, transforming by

the irrep k11�1(M1
+) (Howard & Stokes, 2005). This study

relies on the above work and supplements it. It will be shown

that 1:3 A-site-ordered low-symmetry phases can be formed in

different ways. A group-theoretical analysis of the structural

mechanisms of formation of 1:3 A-site-ordered low-symmetry

phases, as well as a group-theoretical map of their generation

paths, are reported.

In this work, the possible structures of A-site-ordered

quadruple AA03B4X12 perovskites have been found based on

powerful group-theoretical methods of Landau phase transi-

tion theory (Howard & Stokes, 2005; Howard et al., 2003;

Aroyo et al., 2006; Perez-Mato et al., 2010; Toledano & Tole-

dano, 1987; Toledano & Dmitriev, 1996; Birman, 1978; Vinberg

et al., 1974; Aleksandrov & Bartolomé, 2001; Bock & Müller,

2002; Balachandran & Rondinelli, 2013; Stokes & Hatch, 1988;

Chechin, 1989; Talanov et al., 2015, 2018; Talanov & Shirokov,

2014; Talanov, 2007, 2018; Stokes & Campbell, 2017). The

ISOTROPY software suite was used for the calculations

(Howard & Stokes, 1998, 2004, 2005; Campbell et al., 2006). In

particular, the ISOSUBGROUP program was used to obtain

the list of low-symmetry phases induced by various OPs, as

well as to determine the improper OPs. For a detailed study of

the low-symmetry phase structure (splitting of the Wyckoff

positions, obtaining different domains of the same phase etc.),

the ISOTROPY program and ITC (2010) were used.

Thus, the aim of this study is a group-theoretical analysis of

possible pathway formation and structural genesis of 1:3

A-site-ordered perovskites using the ITC and R-approaches.

2. Paths of 1:3 A-site-ordered perovskite formation

The space group of the ABX3 cubic perovskite structure is

Pm�33m. In this structure, A cations occupy Wyckoff position 1a

with cubo-octahedral coordination and with local symmetry

m�33m, octahedral B cations occupy Wyckoff position 1b with

local symmetry m�33m and X anions occupy Wyckoff position 3c

with local symmetry 4/mm.m. Perovskites are referred to as

anion-octahedral-type structures, i.e. BX6 octahedra act as

building blocks which are connected together by common

vertices in three directions and are separated by A cations

located in cubo-octahedral voids. Note that 1a and 1b posi-

tions in the perovskite structure are symmetrically equivalent.

They are connected by an external automorphism, i.e. origin

shift (1
2

1
2

1
2) of the unit cell. This means that the origin can be

chosen both at A- (like in this work) and B-cation sites. The

fact that the irreps responsible for these two descriptions are

different must be taken into account.

The idealized perovskite structure is the archetype (this

word originates from the ancient Greek one ‘����"���o�’

which means ‘prototype’) and/or aristotype (from the ancient

Greek word ‘���	�o
’, ‘highest’) for low-symmetry modifica-

tions (Megaw, 1957, 1973; Aleksandrov et al., 1981; Talanov et

al., 2016).1 Atom displacements (including ordered tilts or

rotations of the BX6 octahedra) and orderings, as well as their

combinations, result in lower-symmetry superstructures.
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1 In this article, we consider the ideal perovskite structure as an archetype, and
ideal cation and anion superstructures of perovskites as aristotypes [see details
on this issue in the work of Talanov et al. (2016)]. By definition, group–
subgroup relations necessarily exist between the space groups of the parent
structure (archetype and aristotype) and the observed one. This can then be
qualified as distorted (and/or ordered) structures and can be described as the
parent crystalline structure plus a static symmetry-breaking structural
distortion (and/or ordering).



In the Landau theory, the low-symmetry structure forma-

tion is described by proper and improper OPs, which are

transformed according to the irrep of the space symmetry

group of the high-symmetry parent phase. Irreps (according to

which a proper OP is transformed) determine the symmetry

and structural motif of low-symmetry phases near the transi-

tion point. However, when a low-symmetry structure is far

from the temperature of the phase transition (Tc), the

contribution of improper OPs to atom displacements (and/or

orderings) can become essential (Dimmock, 1963; Bruce &

Cowley, 1981; Sakhnenko et al., 1986; Molokeev & Misyul’,

2012). The appearance of these contributions is connected

with nonlinear interactions between different degrees of

freedom in a crystal. There are two main notation schemes of

irreps: by Kovalev and by Miller-Love.2 In the first case, the

designation is kn�m, where n is the number of the wavevector k

and m is the number of the corresponding irrep. In the

second case, the wavevectors are denoted by different

capital letters (�, M, X . . . ), and numbers of irreps are

designated as subscript numbers and superscript signs ‘+’ and

‘�’. We will use the designations for irreps according to both

said schemes. In addition, the OP direction in the OP space is

necessary to indicate its unambiguous identification. The OPs

transformed by irreps with different k values will be denoted

by various Greek letters (�, ’, 	, �). In this article, we will

consider only those irreps that satisfy the Lifshitz criterion

(Landau & Lifshitz, 1976), i.e. they induce commensurate

phases.

The full set of proper and improper OPs fully determines

the structure and all possible symmetry-dependent properties

of the crystal (Sakhnenko et al., 1986). The analysis of the full

set of the OPs allows conclusions to be drawn about the

nature of the crystal properties. The proper OPs that are

responsible for the manifestation of ferroelectric properties,

orderings and atom displacements, tilts of anion octahedra

and Jahn–Teller distortions in perovskites are well known

(Howard & Stokes, 1998, 2004, 2005; Howard et al., 2003;

Carpenter & Howard, 2009; Howard & Carpenter, 2010; Senn

& Bristowe, 2018; Talanov, Shirokov et al., 2014; Talanov,

Talanov et al., 2014).

In Table 1, irreps according to which OPs are transformed

inducing atom displacements3 (polar and non-polar), atom

orderings4 and tilts of anion octahedra (or tilt-like distortions)

in perovskites are summarized.

Let us return to the analysis of the ways of 1:3 A-ordered

phase formation (Fig. 1). Irrep k11�1(M1
+) may in different

ways enter into a full set of OPs, describing different

mechanisms of 1:3 A-site-ordered phase formation. These OPs

can be either proper or improper OPs. In addition, they can

form combinations with other OPs. Thus, there are two types

of mechanism of 1:3 A-site-ordered perovskite formation

associated with proper and improper atom orderings. For both

mechanisms, further analysis is connected with the number of

proper OPs. For mechanisms of the first type, proper ordering

in perovskite A sublattices and its combinations with other

OPs are considered. For mechanisms of the second type, tilts

of anion octahedra, atom ordering in the X sublattice, as well

as combinations of these mechanisms with ordering in the B

sublattice and atom displacements, are considered.

To enumerate all the low-symmetry phases formed as a

result of atom displacements, it is necessary to use the OPs
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Table 1
Physical realization of the OP connected with atom non-polar and polar displacements, atom orderings and tilts of octahedra in perovskite structure (the
unit irrep is not shown).

Wavevectors

Physical realization k10(0 0 1
2)(X) k11(0 1

2
1
2)(M) k12(0 0 0)(�) k13(1

2
1
2

1
2)(R)

Non-polar displacement
A-site (DA) �4(X3

�) + �10(X5
�) �4(M3

�) + �10(M5
�) �10(R4

�)
B-site (DB) �1(X1

+) + �9(X5
+) �6(M2

�) + �10(M5
�) �7(R5

+)
X-site (DX) �1(X1

+) + �4(X3
�) + �6(X2

�)
+ 2�9(X5

+) + �10(X5
�)

�1(M1
+) + �3(M3

+)+ �5(M2
+) + �6(M2

�)
+ �7(M4

+) + �9(M5
+)+ �10(M5

�)
�8(�5

�) �1(R2
�) + �6(R3

�)
+ �8(R5

�) + �10(R4
�)

Polar displacement
A-, B-, X-sites (P) �10(�4

�)

Ordering
A-site (OA) �1(X1

+) �1(M1
+) �1(�1

+) �1(R1
+)

B-site (OB) �4(X3
�) �7(M4

+) �1(�1
+) �4(R2�)

X-site (OX) �1(X1
+) + �4(X3

�) + �8(X4
�) �7(M4

+) + �10(M5
�) �1(�1

+) + �5(�3
+) �7(R5

+)

Tilts or tilt-like distortions
B-site (VB) �2(X1

�) + �10(X5
�) �5(M2

+) + �9(M5
�) �9(�4

+) �8(R5
�)

2 The correspondence of designations by Kovalev (1993) and Miller & Love
(1967) is as follows. For k10(X): �1(X1

+), �2(X1
�), �3(X3

+), �4(X3
�), �5(X2

+),
�6(X2

�), �7(X4
+), �8(X4

�), �9(X5
+), �10(X5

�). For k11(M): �1(M1
+), �2(M1

�),
�3(M3

+), �4(M3
�), �5(M2

+), �6(M2
�), �7(M4

+), �8(M4
�), �9(M5

+), �10(M5
�). For

k12(�): �1(�1
+), �2(�1

�), �3(�2
+), �4(�2

�), �5(�3
+), �6(�3

�), �7(�5
+), �8(�5

�),
�9(�4

+), �10(�4
�). For k13(R): �1(R1

+), �2(R1
�), �3(R2

+), �4(R2
–), �5(R3

+),
�6(R3

�), �7(R5
+), �8(R5

�), �9(R4
+), �10(R4

�).

3 A set of space-group irreps of the parent cubic perovskite phase, basic
functions of which make it possible to determine the atom displacements
(including non-polar and polar displacements) at 1a, 1b and 3c Wyckoff
positions of the Pm�33m space group, is a mechanical (or atom-displacement)
representation of the perovskite structure.
4 A set of space-group irreps of the parent cubic perovskite phase, basic
functions of which make it possible to determine the atom permutations at 1a,
1b and 3c Wyckoff positions of the Pm�33m space group, is a permutational
representation of the perovskite structure.



that are transformed by the irreps taken from the composition

of the mechanical (atom-displacement) representation of the

perovskite structure. This representation includes 20 different

irreps (Table 1), combinations of which induce more than

1200 low-symmetry phases. Because of the cumbersome

nature of the complete list of all low-symmetry phases formed

as a result of atom displacements, the study is limited to irrep

k12�10(�4
�) only. This irrep is associated with the polar

displacements of atoms. The research focuses on phases with

polar displacements, because these phases possess ferro-

electric properties.

An analysis of Table 1 showed that there is no irrep that is

included simultaneously in the permutation representations

on both the A and B sites in the perovskite structure. This

means that there cannot exist a single OP that describes the

formation of a perovskite-like structure with simultaneous A-

and B-site ordering. For this reason, in Fig. 1 and in the

present work, B-site ordering is considered only in combina-

tions with other OPs, but not as ‘one order parameter’.

Many phases with the same structures can be obtained by

different paths (Fig. 1). For example, the structure of the

rhombohedral phase with space group R�33m and V/V0 = 4 can

be induced by the tilts of octahedra or by the combination of

A-site ordering and X-site ordering or by the combination of

A-site ordering and B-site ordering etc. This complicates the

analysis of similar phases in Table 2, where the proper and

improper OPs, the primitive cell translations and the changes

in their volumes, as well as structural formulas are given.

Therefore, in what follows, only some (possibly minimal) sets

of proper OPs from the full set of OPs will be given for these

phases.

3. Structural mechanisms of 1:3 A-site-ordered
perovskite formation

3.1. Proper ordering in the perovskite A sublattice

3.1.1. Case of one OP. There are no experimentally

observed phase transitions from the parent phase with the

cubic perovskite structure (archetype) to 1:3 A-site-ordered

perovskite phases. Nevertheless, within the framework of the

archetype concept, the genesis of various ordered phases from

an archetype and the structural mechanism of their formation

can be determined. Of course, such a structural mechanism is

conditional. However, it plays a crucial role as it allows one

to understand possible types of atom displacements and

permutations that can cause the formation of the 1:3 A-site-

ordered perovskite phases from the archetype structure. Thus,

by using the concept of structural mechanisms, the similarity,

hierarchy and genesis of the studied crystal structures can be

shown.

To list all possible low-symmetry phases with ordering in the

A sublattice, obtained from the archetype with the space

group Pm�33m, we consider the corresponding permutation

representation on the 1a Wyckoff position of the perovskite

structure (Table 1). It contains the following set of irreps:
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Figure 1
A classification of the OP combinations of 1:3 A-site-ordered perovskites that are considered in this work. The change in the primitive cell volume of the
low-symmetry phase relative to the parent perovskite structure with the Pm�33m space group is indicated in brackets after the designation of the space
group.



k10�1ðX
þ
1 Þ þ k11�1ðM

þ
1 Þ þ k12�1ð�

þ
1 Þ þ k13�1ðR

þ
1 Þ: ð1Þ

The irreps describing the ordering of atoms in the 1a (and

1b) Wyckoff positions of the perovskite structure for the X, M

and � points of the Brillouin zone are 3D, and for the R point

the irrep is 1D. The irrep k12�1(�1
+) is the unit irrep and does

not lead to the atom ordering.

It is known that four binary low-symmetry A-site-ordered

perovskite phases with space groups Im�33m (type of order is

1:3), Fm�33m (type of order is 1:1) and two different phases with

space groups P4/mmm (type of order is 1:1) are possible
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Table 2
Possible low-symmetry 1:3 A-site-ordered perovskite phases characterized by different types of OPs.

The following designations of OPs are used: k10(X) = �, k11(M) = ’, k12(�) = 	 and k13(R) = �. In the second and third columns, the directions of OPs in OP space
are given. Then notations of the irreps according to Kovalev (1993) are provided. The designations of the irreps by Miller & Love (1967) used in the ISOTROPY
program are given in parentheses. The symbols V, O, P and D denote the physical nature of OPs associated with tilts of anion octahedra (or tilt-like distortions),
atom orderings, and polar and non-polar atom displacements, respectively. The type of perovskite sublattice in which the OP is implemented is indicated by a
subscript. The unit irrep k12(�1)(�1

+) is not shown. V/V0 is the multiplication of the primitive cell volume as a result of virtual structural phase transition from the
archetype structure. The superscript index in the structural formula means the type of Wyckoff position according to the International Tables for Crystallography.

No. Proper OP Improper OP
Space
group

Subgroup
basis/origin V/V0

Structural
formula

Proper 1:3 A-site ordering
1 (’ ’ ’); k11�1(M1

+); OADX Im�33m
(No. 229)

2a1, 2a2, 2a3

(0,0,0)
4 A2a

1/4A6b
3/4

B8c

X24h
3

A+B-site ordering
2 (’ ’ ’); k11�1(M1

+); OADX

�; k13�4(R2
�); OBDX

(� � �);k13�6(X2
�);DX Pn�33m

(No. 224)
�2a2, �2a1, �2a3

(3/2,3/2,3/2)
8 A2a

1/4A6d
3/4

B4b
1/2B4c

1/2

X24k
3

X-site ordering
3 (’ �’ ’ �’ ’ �’); k11�10(M5

�);
OXDADBDX

(’ ’ ’); k11�1(M1
+); OADX; (’ ’ ’);

k11�2(M1
�); (’ ’ ’); k11�7(M4

+);
OBOXDX; (’ ’ ’); k11�8(M4

�); (’ �’ ’
�’ ’ �’); k11�9(M5

+); VBDX; 	;
k12�2(�1

�); (	 	 	); k12�7(�5
+); (	 	 	);

k12�8(�5
�); DX

R32
(No. 155)

2a1�2a3,
�2a2+2a3,
�a1�a2�a3

(0,0,0)

4 A3a
1/4A9d

3/4

B3b
1/4B9e

3/4

X18f
6/4X9d(2)

6/4

4 (’ �’ ’ �’ ’ �’); k11�10(M5
�);

OXDADBDX

(� � �); k10�4(X3
�);

OBOXDADX

(� � �); k10�5(X2
+); (� � �); k10�3(X3

+); OX;
(� � � � � �); k10�9(X5

+); DBDX; (� � �);
k10�6(X2

�); DX; (� � � � � �); k10�10(X5
�);

VBDADX; (’ ’ ’); k11�1(M1
+); OADX; (’

’ ’); k11�2(M1
�); (’ ’ ’); k11�7(M4

+);
OBOXDX; (’ ’ ’); k11�8(M4

�); (’ �’ ’
�’ ’ �’); k11�9(M5

+); VBDX; 	;
k12�2(�1

�); (	 	 	); k12�8(�5
�); DX; (	 	

	); k12�7(�5
+); �; k13�3(R2

+); (� � �);
k13�9(R4

+); �; k13�4(R2
�); OBDX; (� �

�); k13�10(R4
�); DADX

R32
(No. 155)

�2a1+2a3,
2a2�2a3,
�2a1�2a2�2a3

(�1/2,�1/2,�1/2)

8 A6c
1/4A18f

3/4

B3a
1/8B3b

1/8B9d
3/8B9e

3/8

X18f(4)
3

Tilts of anion octahedra or tilt-like distortions
5 (’ ’ ’); k11�5(M2

+); VBDX (’ ’ ’); k11�1(M1
+); OADX; 	; k12�3(�2

+) Im�33
(No. 204)

2a1, 2a2, 2a3

(0,0,0)
4 A2a

1/4A6b
3/4

B8c

X24g
3

6 (� � �); k10�2(X1
�); VB (’ ’ ’); k11�1(M1

+); OADX; �; k13�2(R1
�) Pn�33n

(No. 222)
2a1, 2a2, 2a3

(1/2,3/2,3/2)
8 A2a

1/4A6b
3/4

B8c

X24h
3

7 (’ �’ ’ �’ ’ �’); k11�9(M5
+); VBDX

or
(’ ’ ’); k11�1(M1

+); OADX

(’ ’ ’); k11�7(M4
+); OBOXDX

(’ ’ ’); k11�1(M1
+); OADX; (’ ’ ’);

k11�7(M4
+); OBOXDX; (’�’ ’�’ ’�’);

k11�9(M5
+); VBDX; (	 	 	); k12�7(�5

+)

R�33m
(No. 166)

2a1�2a3,
�2a2+2a3,
�a1�a2�a3

(0,0,0)

4 A3a
1/4A9e

3/4

B3b
1/4B9d

3/4

X18h
3/2X18f

3/2

8 (� � � � � �); k10�10(X5
�); VBDADX

or
(’ ’ ’); k11�1(M1

+); OADX

(� � �); k11�4(X3
�); OBDADX

(� � �); k10�6(X2
�); DX; (� � �); k10�4(X3

�);
OBOXDADX; (� � � � � �); k10�10(X5

�);
VBDADX; (’ ’ ’); k11�1(M1

+); OADX; (’
’ ’); k11�7(M4

+); OBOXDX; (’�’ ’�’ ’
�’); k11�9(M5

+); VBDX; (	 	 	);
k12�7(�5

+); �; k13�4(R2
�); OBDX; (� �

�); k13�10(R4
�); DADX

R�33m
(No. 166)

�2a1+2a3,
2a2�2a3,
�2a1�2a2�2a3

(�1/2,�1/2,�1/2)

8 A6c
1/4A18h

3/4

B3a
1/8B3b

1/8B9d
3/8B9e

3/8

X18h(2)
3/2X36i

3/2

9 (’1 ’2 ’1 ’2 ’1 ’2); k11�9(M5
+);VBDX

or
(’ ’ ’); k11�5(M2

+); VBDX

(’ ’ ’); k11�7(M4
+); OBOXDX

(’ ’ ’);k11�1(M1
+);OADX; (’ ’

’);k11�3(M3
+);DX; (’ ’

’);k11�5(M2
+);VBDX; (’ ’

’);k11�7(M4
+);OBOXDX; (’1 ’2 ’1 ’2 ’1

’2); k11�9(M5
+);VBDX; 	;k12�3(�2

+); (	 	
	);k12�7(�5

+); (	 	 	);k12�9(�4
+);VB

R�33
(No. 148)

�2a1+2a2,
�2a2+2a3,
a1+a2+a3

(0,0,0)

4 A3a
1/4A9e

3/4

B3b
1/4B9d

3/4

X18f(2)
3



(Talanov, Talanov et al., 2014). However, only one of these

phases with the Im�33m space group is characterized by 1:3

A-site ordering (Table 2). The three-component OP is trans-

formed by the irrep k11�1(M1
+) entering into the permutation

representation (1). This irrep also enters into the mechanical

representation on the 3c Wyckoff position that leads to anion

displacements in the ordered phase formation (Table 1). In

this case, the structural formula of the ordered phase must be

A2a
1/4A6b

3/4B8cX24h
3.

The given structure is an aristotype for a large number of

derivatives, which can be obtained from this structure by

B-site ordering, tilts of anion octahedra and other mechan-

isms. In this structure cation chains A6b–A6b–A6b and A6b–A2a–

A6b are oriented in the directions [100], [010] and [001]. In the

research papers
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Table 2 (continued)

No. Proper OP Improper OP
Space
group

Subgroup
basis/origin V/V0

Structural
formula

10 (�1 �2 �1 �2 �1 �2); k10�10(X5
�); VBDADX

or
(�1 �2 �1 �2 �1 �2); k10�10(X5

�); VBDADX

(’ ’ ’); k11�7(M4
+); OBOXDX

(� � �); k10�2(X1
�); VB; (� � �); k10�4(X3

�);
OBOXDADX; (� � �); k10�6(X2

�); DX; (� �
�); k10�8(X4

�); OX; (’ ’ ’); k11�1(M1
+);

OADX; (’ ’ ’); k11�3(M3
+); DX; (’ ’ ’);

k11�5(M2
+); VBDX; (’ ’ ’); k11�7(M4

+);
OBOXDX; (’1 ’2 ’1 ’2 ’1 ’2); k11�9(M5

+);
VBDX; 	; k12�3(�2

+); (	 	 	); k12�7(�5
+);

(	 	 	); k12�9(�4
+); VB; �; k13�2(R1

�);
�;k13�4(R2

�); OBDX; (� � �);
k13�8(R5

�); VBDX; (� � �); k13�10(R4
�);

DADX

R�33
(No. 148)

2a2�2a3,
2a1�2a2,
�2a1�2a2�2a3

(�1/2,�1/2,�1/2)

8 A6c
1/4A18f

3/4

B3a
1/8B9e

3/8B9d
3/8B3b

1/8

X18f(4)
3

11 (� �� � �� � ��); k10�10(X5
�); VBDADX

or
(� � �); k13�8(R5

�); VBDX

(’ ’ ’); k11�7(M4
+); OBOXDX

(� � �); k10�2(X1
�); VB; (� � �); k10�8(X4

�);
OX; (� �� � �� � ��); k10�10(X5

�);
VBDADX; (’ ’ ’); k11�1(M1

+); OADX; (’
’ ’); k11�7(M4

+); OBOXDX; (’�’ ’�’ ’
�’); k11�9(M5

+); VBDX; (	 	 	);
k12�7(�5

+); �; k13�2(R1
�); (� � �);

k13�8(R5
�); VBDX

R�33c
(No. 167)

�2a1+2a3,
2a2�2a3,
�2a1�2a2�2a3

(�1/2,�1/2,�1/2)

8 A6a
1/4A18e

3/4

B6b
1/4B18d

3/4

X36f
6/4X18e(2)

6/4

B-site ordering and tilts of anion octahedra
12 (’ ’ ’); k11�5(M2

+); VBDX

�; k13�4(R2
�); OBDX

or
(’ ’ ’); k11�5(M2

+); VBDX

(� � �); k10�2(X1
�); VB

(� � �); k10�2(X1
�); VB; (� � �); k10�6(X2

�);
(’ ’ ’); k11�1(M1

+); OADX; 	; k12�3(�2
+);

�; k13�2(R1
�); �; k13�4(R2

�); OBDX

Pn�33
(No. 201)

�2a3, �2a2, �2a1

(1/2,1/2,1/2)
8 A2a

1/4A6d
3/4

B4c
1/2B4b

1/2

X24h
3

Polar displacements
13 (’1 ’2 ’1 ’2 ’1 ’2);k11�10(M5

�);OXDADBDX

or
(	 	 	); k11�10(�4

�); P
(’ ’ ’); k11�5(M2

+); VBDX

(’ ’ ’); k11�1(M1
+); OADX; (’ ’ ’);

k11�2(M1
�); (’ ’ ’); k11�3(M3

+); DX; (’ ’
’); k11�

4(M3
�); DA; (’ ’ ’); k11�5(M2

+);
VBDX; (’ ’ ’); k11�6(M2

�); DBDX; (’ ’
’); k11�7(M4

+); OBOXDX; (’ ’ ’);
k11�8(M4

�); (’1 ’2 ’1 ’2 ’1 ’2);
k11�9(M5

+); VBDX; (’1 ’2 ’1 ’2 ’1 ’2);
k11�10(M5

�); OXDADBDX 	; k12�2(�1
�);

	; k12�3(�2
+); 	; k12�4(�2

�); (	 	 	);
k12�7(�5

+); (	 	 	); k12�8(�5
�); DX; (	 	

	); k12�9(�4
+); VB

R3
(No. 146)

�2a1+2a2,
2a1�2a3,
�a1 �a2�a3

(0,0,0)

4 A3a
1/4A9b

3/4

B3a
1/4B9b

3/4

X9b(4)
3

14 (	 	 	); k11�10(�4
�); P

(� �� � � � �); k10�10(X5
�); VBDADX

(� � �); k10�2(X1
�); VB; (� � �); k10�3(X3

+);
OX; (� � �); k10�5(X2

+); (� � �);
k10�8(X4

�); OX; (� � � � � �); k10�9(X5
+);

DBDX; (’ ’ ’); k11�1(M1
+); OADX; (’ ’

’); k11�4(M3
�); DA; (’ ’ ’); k11�6(M2

�);
DBDX; (’ ’ ’); k11�7(M4

+); OBOXDX; (’
�’ ’�’ ’�’); k11�9(M5

+); VBDX; (’ ’ ’
’ ’ ’); k11�10(M5

�); OXDADBDX 	;
k12�4(�2

�); (	 	 	); k12�7(�5
+) �;

k13�2(R1
�); �; k13�3(R2

+); (� � �);
k13�8(R5

�); VBDX; (� � �); k13�9(R4
+)

R3c
(No. 161)

2a1�2a2,
2a2�2a3,
2a1+2a2+2a3

(0,0,0)

8 A6a
1/4A18b

3/4

B6a
1/4B18b

3/4

X18b(4)
3

15 (’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’); k11�10(M5
�); OXDADBDX

or
(	 	 	); k11�10(�4

�); P
(’ �’ ’ �’ ’ �’); k11�9(M5

+); VBDX

or
(	 	 	); k11�10(�4

�); P
(’ ’ ’); k11�1(M1

+); OADX

or
(	 	 	); k11�10(�4

�); P
(’ ’ ’); k11�7(M4

+); OBOXDX

(’ ’ ’); k11�1(M1
+); OADX; (’ ’ ’);

k11�4(M3
�); DA; (’ ’ ’); k11�6(M2

�);
DBDX; (’ ’ ’); k11�7(M4

+); OBOXDX; (’
�’ ’�’ ’�’); k11�9(M5

+); VBDX; (’ ’ ’
’ ’ ’); k11�10(M5

�); OXDADBDX; 	;
k12�4(�2

�); (	 	 	); k12�7(�5
+); (	 	 	);

k11�10(�4
�); P

R3m
(No. 160)

2a1�2a3,
�2a2+2a3,
�a1�a2�a3

(0,0,0)

4 A3a
1/4A9b

3/4

B3a
1/4B9b

3/4

X9b(2)
6/4X18c

6/4



[B8cX24h
6] octahedra, the X24h atoms are located at the same

distance from the central atom (Fig. 2a). The octahedra are

linked to each other only by the vertices. There are not many

substances with such a structure. This is explained by the fact

that BX6 octahedral distortions (in particular, tilts) are

strongly dependent on the A-site cation size (Goldschmidt,

1926; Megaw & Darlington, 1975; Thomas & Beitollahi,

1994; Woodward, 1997b; Aso et al., 2014). As a result of

distortions in the structure that arise due to dimensional

mismatch of ions, additional OPs, in particular, the tilts of

anion octahedra, will appear. Rare examples of the

realization of this crystal structure are bismuth-containing

superconducting oxides, (Na0.25K0.45)(Ba1.00)3(Bi1.00)4O12,

(K1.00)(Ba1.00)3(Bi0.89Na0.11)4O12 and Ba1�xKxBi1�yNayO3,

obtained by hydrothermal synthesis (Rubel et al., 2014, 2016;

Zhang et al., 2011b).

3.1.2. Several OPs. (i) Combined proper atom ordering in A

and B sublattices. The appearance of cation order in the A

sublattice can be associated with cation ordering in the B

sublattice. In this case, the transition to a low-symmetry

structure is described by two independent OPs, which are

transformed by the corresponding irreps entered into the

permutation representation on the 1a and 1b Wyckoff posi-

tions of the perovskite structure. We obtained various low-

symmetry perovskite phases with simultaneous ordering in the

A and B sublattices (Talanov, Shirokov et al., 2014). We

showed that there exist 121 phases with simultaneous cation

ordering in the A and B sublattices, and only three structures

with 1:3 order in the A sublattice: two R�33m rhombohedral

phases and one Pn�33m cubic phase (Table 2).

We consider in detail the structural mechanisms of Pn�33m

phase formation. This phase is an aristotype of a large family

of quadruple perovskites which are sometimes referred to as

1322 perovskites (Senn et al., 2014).5 This structure is gener-

ated by two proper OPs that are transformed by 4D reducible

representation, formed as a direct sum of irreps k11�1(M1
+)

and k13�4(R2
�). Irrep k11�1(M1

+) enters into permutation

representation on the 1a Wyckoff position and also into

mechanical representation on the 3c

Wyckoff position of the perovskite

structure. Irrep k13�4(R2
�) enters into

permutation representation on the

1b Wyckoff position and also into

mechanical representation on the 3c

Wyckoff position. This means that low-

symmetry phase formation is accom-

panied by simultaneous A-cation and

B-cation ordering and also by anion

displacements. According to the group-

theoretical calculations the structural

formula of the Pn�33m ordered perov-

skite is as follows: A2a
1/4A6d

3/4B4b
1/2-

B4c
1/2X24k

3. The structure of this phase is

shown in Fig. 2(b). In this structure, the distorted octahedra

with the B4c and B4b central atoms are located in a checker-

board order. A2a and A6d cations in a ratio of 1:3 are ordered

in voids formed by octahedra. The structure is characterized

by an eightfold increase in the volume of the primitive cell.

This theoretically predicted structure was found in loparite

(Na0.59Ce0.41)3(Na0.13Ca0.47Ce0.40)Ti2(Ti0.73Nb0.27)2O12

(Zubkova et al., 2000). The distribution of atoms on Wyckoff

positions in the structure of this mineral exactly corresponds

to the theoretical result obtained: A2a(Na0.13Ca0.47M*)3 A6d

(Na0.59Ce0.41)3 B4c(Ti0.73Nb0.27)2 B4b(Ti)1/2 X24k(O)12, where

M* = Ce0.19La0.08Nd0.04Th0.01Sr0.05Pr0.01Eu0.01Sm0.01.

(ii) Combined proper atom ordering in the A sublattice and

polar displacements. The combined OP, which transforms

according to the direct sum of the irreps k11�1(M1
+) and

k12�10(�4
�), generates only one 1:3 A-site-ordered phase with

the space group R3m (more details in Section 3.2.2). The

former irrep is responsible for the proper 1:3 A-site ordering,

while the latter is responsible for the polar displacements. The

structure of this phase is characterized by simultaneous atom

ordering in all sublattices: 1:3 type of order in the A and B

sublattices and 1:1:2 order type in the X sublattice. The

ordering in the B and X sublattices is related to the improper

OPs transformed by irrep k11�7(M4
+) and by the direct sum of

irreps k10�4(X3
�), k11�7(M4

+), k11�10(M5
�), respectively. Anion

octahedra in the structure of this phase are distorted (non-

Glazer tilts) due to the contribution of the OP (’ �’ ’ �’ ’
�’) transformed by irrep k11�9(M5

+). The polarization vector

in this phase is directed along the solid diagonal [111]. This

phase is similar to the structure generated by the OP asso-

ciated with the ordering in the X sublattice, but it is an

improper ferroelectric, which is discussed in the next section.

3.2. Improper ordering in the A sublattice

3.2.1. One OP. (i) Ordering of atoms in the X sublattice.

Atom ordering in the A sublattice can be a secondary effect of

atom ordering in other perovskite sublattices. We have shown

previously that the ordering in the B sublattice of the

perovskite structure, described by a single OP, cannot lead to

simultaneous ordering in the A sublattice (Talanov, Talanov et

al., 2014). Yet, the proposed ordering mechanism can be
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Figure 2
Calculated low-symmetry 1:3 A-site-ordered perovskite structures with space groups (a) Im�33m and
(b) Pn�33m.

5 From the aristotype under consideration, the structure of these perovskites is
distinguished by the tilts of anion octahedra. The structural mechanisms of the
formation of 1322 perovskites will be discussed in detail in Section 3.2.2.



realized with anion ordering in the X sublattice (Talanov et al.,

2016). Of all the phases that are formed as a result of the anion

ordering (induced by only one OP without the contribution of

additional structural mechanisms), only three phases show 1:3

A-site ordering. These are rhombohedral phases with the

space groups R3m, R3 and R32.

These phases are generated by one 6D irrep k11�10(M5
�),

but characterized by different directions in OP space: (’1 ’2 ’1

’2 ’1 ’2), (’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’) and (’ �’ ’ �’ ’ �’). These phases

have much in common:

(a) They are characterized by 1:3 B-site ordering, which is

generated by improper irrep k11�7(M4
+); this irrep enters into

the permutation representations on the 1b and 3c Wyckoff

positions of the perovskite structure [as well as in the

mechanical representation on the 3c Wyckoff position

(Table 1)].

(b) They are characterized by quadruplications of the

primitive volume cells relative to the parent perovskite

structure.

(c) In the structures of these phases, tilt-like distortions

generated by an improper OP transformed by irrep k11�9(M5
+)

are possible. In the case of the R3 phase the full set of the OPs

also includes irreps k11�5(M2
+) and k12�9(�4

+) (Table 1).

(d) Irrep k11�10(M5
�) also enters into mechanical repre-

sentations on the 1a and 1b Wyckoff positions that describe

the displacement of the A and B cations.

In addition, it is important to note that phases with R3m and

R3 space groups are improper ferroelectrics (the structures of

similar phases, which are proper ferroelectrics induced by the

same full set of the OPs, are described in Section 3.1.2). All

three phases are improper ferroelastics.

Besides, another phase with the R32 space group and V/V0 =

8 can be induced by two OPs transformed by the direct sum of

irreps k11�10(M5
�) and k10�4(X3

�) (phase 4 of Table 2). The

last irrep enters into the permutation representations on the

1b Wyckoff position. The structure of this phase can also be

attributed to the structures formed as a result of combined X-

and B-site ordering (Fig. 1).

(ii) Tilts of anion octahedra. The tilts of anion octahedra

along with the atom displacements or orderings can also be

OPs. Note that the tilts of anion octahedra are the most

common type of distortions in perovskites (Megaw, 1957).

Glazer and Alexandrov obtained 23 systems of possible tilts of

anion octahedra in perovskites and proposed designations for

their description (Glazer, 1972, 1975; Aleksandrov, 1976).

Based on the results of the group-theoretical analysis, it was

found that the OPs associated with tilts of anion octahedra are

transformed by two irreps: k11�5(M2
+), in-phase rotation, and

k13�8(R5
�), out-of-phase rotation. These OPs, as well as their

combinations, initiate the formation of 14 types of structures

with Glazer tilts of octahedra (Howard & Stokes, 1998;

Campbell et al., 2018).

In many studies, the superposition of the tilts of anion

octahedra and other mechanisms of lattice distortions – atom

displacements (Aleksandrov & Bartolomé, 2001; Aleksan-

drov, 1978; Stokes et al., 2002; Torgashev et al., 2005), cation

orderings (Howard et al., 2003, Howard & Stokes, 2004;

Woodward, 1997a), Jahn–Teller distortions (Balachandran &

Rondinelli, 2013; Carpenter & Howard, 2009; Howard &

Carpenter, 2010) – are considered. In the above works only

‘simple’ tilts of anion octahedra in-phase or out-of-phase were

studied. However, as shown by Shirokov & Torgashev (2004),

the tilts of anion octahedra in the perovskite structure can be

induced not by two, but by six OPs, transforming according to

the following irreps:

k10�2ðX
�
1 Þ þ k10�10ðX

�
5 Þ þ k11�5ðM

þ
2 Þ þ k11�9ðM

þ
5 Þ þ k12�9ð�

þ
4 Þ

þ k13�8ðR
�
5 Þ: ð2Þ

The absolute majority of perovskite-like structures with tilts

of anion octahedra induced by one of the two OPs [k11�5(M2
+)

and k13�8(R5
�)] or a combination of them can be described by

the Glazer tilt system. As noted by Howard & Stokes (2005),

distortions of structures generated by the 6D irreps

k10�10(X5
�) and k11�9(M5

+) are not tilts of octahedra in Glazer

approximations and, hence, cannot be described by the Glazer

notation system. However, unconventional non-Glazer tilts

are observed in hybrid organic–inorganic perovskites where

additional degrees of freedom become possible (Duyker et al.,

2016; Wu et al., 2018; Boström et al., 2018; Wei et al., 2018).

That is why consideration of structures with non-Glazer tilts

can be useful for describing possible types of distortions in a

wide variety of compounds; therefore they are included in this

section as ‘tilt-like distortions’.

In order to solve the problem of enumerating all possible

low-symmetry phases obtained from the parent phase of

Pm�33m by the tilts of anion octahedra, we consider a four-

component (24D) OP. This is transformed by the direct sum of

the above irreps. This OP can generate the formation of 156

low-symmetry phases. However, only eight phases are char-

acterized by 1:3 A-site ordering (Fig. 1), none of the phases

being improper ferroelectrics.

The formation of one phase (Im�33) induced by the OP,

transforming according to the irrep k11�5(M2
+), is accom-

panied by in-phase tilts of octahedra (a+a+a+ Glazer tilt

system) (Table 2). A phase with the Pn�33n space group is

induced by the OP, transforming according to the irrep

k10�2(X1
�), which, in its turn, is associated with unconven-

tional tilts of octahedra (Boström et al., 2018).

Each of the remaining six phases can be obtained as a result

of a combination of different OPs: three phases induced by the

OPs, transforming according to irrep k10�10(X5
�), and two

phases induced by the OPs, transforming according to irrep

k11�9(M5
+). The former are formed with an eightfold increase

in primitive cell volume, and the latter with a fourfold

increase. In these structures, there is an ordering in the B

sublattice induced by improper OPs that are transformed by

irreps k10�4(X3
�), k11�7(M4

+), k13�4(R2
�), which enter into the

permutation representation of perovskite structure on the 1b

Wyckoff positions (Talanov et al., 2016). The Pn�33 phase can be

induced by a combination of several OPs only (see the next

section).

We consider the Im�33 phase in more detail (phase 5 of

Table 2, Fig. 3a) because there are a large number of
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experimentally detected examples of such 1:3 A-site-ordered

perovskites, in particular a family of CaCu3Ti4O12 materials

(Subramanian et al., 2000; Belik, 2018). The structure of this

phase is generated by a single OP (’ ’ ’), which is trans-

formed by an irrep k11�5(M2
+). Two improper OPs (’ ’ ’) and

	, transforming according to irreps k11�1(M1
+) and k12�3(�2

+),

respectively, are also included in the full set of OPs.

As a result of the in-phase tilts of anion octahedra with

large inclination amplitude [in CaCu3Ti4O12 the B—X—B

bond angle is approximately equal to 140� (Bochu et al.,

1979)], a square-planar environment of A6b cations arises

(Fig. 3b). Thus, 12 identical distances A—X (in the case of

undistorted perovskite) are divided into four short, four

medium and four long ones (Fig. 3c). This local configuration

is stabilized by the Jahn–Teller effect in cases when the A6b

positions are occupied by Cu2+ or Mn3+ ions. Rare examples of

Im�33 structure formation are the compounds with a substitu-

tion (total or partial) of Jahn–Teller ions on the non-Jahn–

Teller ones: Fe2+ (Leinenweber et al., 1995), Li+ (Mouron &

Choisnet, 1987), Ti4+ (Li et al., 2004; Avdeev & Nalbandyan,

2006), Co2+ (Ovsyannikov, Zainulin et al., 2013), Pd2+ (Shiro et

al., 2013) and Pb4+ (Sakai et al., 2017). In this case, a slight

displacement of the A6b atom in the direction perpendicular to

the plane of square-planar oxygen coordination (Leinenweber

et al., 1995; Ovsyannikov, Zainulin et al., 2013; Sakai et al.,

2017) or splitting of A6b positions (Tohyama et al., 2013;

Shimura et al., 2016) is possible.

Relatively large (Ca, Sr, Na, Pb, Bi) cations occupy the

cubo-octahedral 12-coordinated A2a positions. However, there

are cases where smaller ions of transition metals Mn2+

(Akizuki et al., 2013) and Cu2+ (Akizuki et al., 2015) occupy

these positions. In the CuCu3V4O12 compound, there are

significant temperature vibrations of Cu2+ ions in oversized

cubo-octahedral cages, which are interpreted as a rattling

effect (Jeitschko & Braun, 1977). It is interesting to note the

structural similarity of 1:3 A-site-ordered perovskites with

the Im�33 space group to the widely studied class of cage

compounds filled skutterudites A2aB4
8cX12

24g (A = rare-earth

element, B = transition metal, X = pnicogen) with the same

space group (Sales et al., 1996; Aleksandrov & Beznosikov,

2007). Atoms A rattle in the oversized X12 icosahedral

cage, reducing the lattice component of the thermal conduc-

tivity with a minor effect on the electronic properties (Sales

et al., 1996; Nolas et al., 1999; Keppens et al., 1998). This

feature allows filled skutterudites and other cage compounds

to be considered as a promising class of thermoelectric

materials.

The proximity of ion bond lengths of transition metals A6b

and B8c with oxygen is another important peculiarity of 1:3

A-site-ordered perovskite structure with the Im�33 space group.

The above peculiarity appears as a result of tilts of octahedra

(King & Woodward, 2010). This suggests the possibility of

electronic interactions through A0—X—B chains in addition

to the interactions through B—X—B chains that are char-

acteristic of perovskites. As a result, new electronic effects,

such as temperature-induced A–B intersite charge transfer

(Long, Hayashi et al., 2009; Long, Saito et al., 2009; Zhang et

al., 2014; Long & Shimakawa, 2010; Yamada et al., 2011, 2013,

2016; Chen et al., 2010) and a charge disproportionation

(Yamada et al., 2008, 2013, 2016) are possible. Yamada et al.

(2013), using the example of LnCu3Fe4O12 (Ln = La, Pr, Nd,

Sm, Eu, Gd, Tb) perovskites, show that in the case of large Ln

ions an intersite charge transfer (3Cu2+ + 4Fe3.75+
! 3Cu3+ +

4Fe3+) may arise. However, with smaller Ln ions (Ln = Dy, Ho,

Er, Tm Yb, Lu) charge disproportionation (8Fe3.75+
! 5Fe3+ +

3Fe5+) below �250�260 K occurs.

From the crystal chemical point of view, the closest to the

Im�33 structure is the Im�33m one (Table 2, Fig. 2a), which may be

represented as an aristotype of the 1:3 A-site-ordered

perovskites. The structure of the Im�33 phase differs from the

structure of the aristotype in anion positions: the anions in the

structure of the Im�33 phase occupy the two-parameter 24g

Wyckoff position with m local symmetry, while in the Im�33m

structure the anions occupy the one-parameter 24h Wyckoff

position with m2 local symmetry. Thus, the Im�33 structure can

be represented as the Im�33m one with the in-phase tilts of

anion octahedra characterized by the (’ ’ ’) OP that is

transformed in accordance with the irrep k11�5(M2
+).

3.2.2. Several OPs. (i) Combination of B-site ordering and

tilts of anion octahedra. To obtain the list of all possible 1:3

A-site-ordered phases resulting from the combination of

B-site ordering and tilts of anion octahedra, it is necessary to

consider the OP which is transformed according to the direct

sum of irreps entered into the permutation representation of

perovskite structure on the 1b Wyckoff position and in the

enumeration (2). The permutation representation has the

form (Table 1):

k10�4ðX
�
3 Þ þ k11�7ðM

þ
4 Þ þ k12�1ð�

þ
1 Þ þ k13�4ðR

�
2 Þ: ð3Þ

This nine-component OP, transforming according to the

direct sum of (2) and (3), generates 174 phases, with only six of

them being characterized by 1:3 A-site ordering, B-site

ordering and tilts of anion octahedra (Fig. 1). Five out of six
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Figure 3
(a) Low-symmetry 1:3 A-site-ordered perovskite structures with space
group Im�33. (b) Square-planar coordination of A6b cations. (c) The nearest
environment of A6b cations in Im�33m (left) and Im�33 (right) structures.
Short A6b—X24h/g bonds are highlighted in red, medium in black, long in
blue.



resulting phases are induced by OPs, in the composition of

which irrep k11�7(M4
+) enters. This irrep is associated with 1:3

B-site ordering. This case can be seen in Table 2 (phases 7, 9

and 11). In the formation of phases 8 and 10, apart from the

proper OP, improper OPs k13�4(R2
�) and k10�4(X3

�) partici-

pate. As a result, more complex 1:1:3:3 B-site ordering can be

seen in these phases.

Let us consider in more detail the Pn�33 phase formation

mechanism (phase 12 of Table 2), since this phase is observed

in a large number of quadruple perovskites, which are some-

times referred to as 1322 perovskites (Senn et al., 2014). This

phase has a structure with eightfold primitive cell volume

(Fig. 4). It is generated by a two-component OP, which is

transformed by the direct sum of two irreps k11�5(M2
+) and

k13�4(R2
�) [or k11�5(M2

+) and k10�2(X1
�) from the same full

set of OPs], linked with the in-phase tilts of anion octahedra

and 1:1 B-site ordering (rock-salt ordering type). 1:3 A-site

ordering is generated by an improper OP k11�1(M1
+), which

enters into the full set of OPs. This structure can be obtained

in two ways from two different intermediate phases: from

phase Im�33 by 1:1 B-site ordering generated by the OP

k13�4(R2
�) or from phase Pn�33m by the tilts of anion octahedra

induced by the OP k11�5(M2
+). In the known cases, structural

phase transitions in the Pn�33 phase pass through the first

scenario and are accompanied by a charge disproportionation

in the B sublattice (Yamada et al., 2008, 2013, 2016; Meng et al.,

2017).

The first synthesized compounds with simultaneous 1:3

ordering in the A sublattice and 1:1 rock-salt ordering in

the B sublattice were CaCu3Ga2Sn2O12 and CaCu3Ga2Ta2O12

(Byeon et al., 2003). Later, a similar structure was discovered

in CaCu3Cr2Sb2O12 (Byeon et al., 2005), CaCu3Fe2Sb2O12

(Chen et al., 2013) and CaCu3Fe2Os2O12 (Deng et al., 2016).

The architecture of this structure allows the exchange inter-

actions between Cu2+ and the magnetic B cations to be

influenced by introducing different cations in the B0 sublattice.

In addition, the nature of the magnetic properties depends on

the degree of ordering in the B sublattice, which, as shown by

the example CaCu3Fe2Nb2O12, varies with different synthesis

conditions (Senn et al., 2014). The compound CaCu3-

Fe2Re2O12 is characterized by semi-metallic behavior with

highly spin-polarized conduction electrons, a high Curie

temperature and a significant magnetization, which are

necessary for spintronic devices (Chen et al., 2014). Another

unusual example of 1322 perovskites is CaCu3Fe4O12, a rare

compound containing iron in higher oxidation states (Yamada

et al., 2008). It demonstrates high catalytic activity and stability

during oxygen evolution reaction (4OH�!O2 + 2H2O + 4e�)

(Yagi et al., 2015).

The calculated structure of phase R�33 (phase 9 of Table 2),

which is observed in a rich group of ordered perovskites, is

presented in Fig. 5(a). CaMn7O12 (CaMn3Mn4O12) (Bochu et

al., 1980) is one of the compounds with such structure; it

demonstrates a giant improper ferroelectricity as a result of

the magnetic phase transition to an incommensurate helical

magnetic structure below 90 K (Zhang et al., 2011a; Johnson et

al., 2012; Perks et al., 2012). In the phase with multiferroic

properties, the direction of the electric polarization axes, the

direction of the magnetic helices and MnO6 rhombohedra

twist coincide (Fig. 5b). According to Slawinski et al. (2009,

2010) in solid solutions CaCuxMn7�xO12 at x = 0 and 0.1,

modulation of magnetic moments and also atom displace-

ments below 250 K can be seen.

The R�33 phase formation in CaMn7O12 occurs during the

structural phase transition from the Im�33 phase with cooling in

the range 409–448 K and is accompanied by 1:3 charge

ordering of Mn3+ and Mn4+ ions in the B sublattice (Bochu et

al., 1980; Przenioslo et al., 2002; Troyanchuk & Chobot, 1997).

From the point of view of the Landau theory of phase tran-

sitions, such a phase transition can be described by two OPs

being transformed by irreps k11�5(M2
+) (in-phase tilts of anion

octahedra) and k11�7(M4
+) (cation

ordering in the B sublattice) (Table 2)

(Howard & Stokes, 2004). However, a

similar structure can be described by

distortion of the Pm�33m parent structure

generated by one OP transformed by

irrep k11�9(M5
+) from the same full set

of OPs (Fig. 1, Table 2). The structural

phase transition Im�33! R�33 was detected

in other manganites: AMn7O12 (A = Pb,

Sr, Cd) (Glazkova et al., 2015; Belik,

Glazkova, Terada et al., 2016). It is

interesting to note that in SrMn7O12 (as

well as CaMn7O12) structural modula-

tions occur below 265 K [q = (0, 0,
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Figure 5
(a) Low-symmetry A-cation-ordered perovskite structure with space group R�33. (b) R�33 structure in
the [111] direction. Only A3e, B1b cations and anions are shown. Wyckoff positions are given for
trigonal settings.

Figure 4
Calculated 1:3 A-site-ordered low-symmetry perovskite structures with
space group Pn�33.



0.9215) at 113 K] (Belik, Glazkova & Katsuyaal, 2016). In the

case of CdMn7O12 and PbMn7O12, lowering of the tempera-

ture leads to another structural phase transition to commen-

surate P�33 phases at Tc = 254 K and 294 K, respectively (Belik,

Glazkova & Katsuyaal, 2016; Belik, Glazkova, Terada et al.,

2016; Guo et al., 2017; Johnson et al., 2017). These phase

transitions to the commensurate phases can be described by

adding a third OP which condenses at the point (1/3 1/3 1/3)

and is transformed by irrep k9�1. A rare case of reentrant

structural transitions Im�33 ! R�33 ! Im�33, which can be trig-

gered by a magnetic field, was discovered in BiCuxMn7�xO12

(0.05 � x � 1.1), but its nature remains unknown (Belik,

Matsushita & Khalyavin, 2017).

An unusual form of the mixed metal oxalate KLi3Fe(C2O4)3

presented as a perovskite-like structure with 1:3 ordering of

both A and B sites was reported by Yao et al. (2017). In this

structure, the Li and Fe atoms are characterized by an octa-

hedral oxygen environment, and the K atoms occupy only one

fourth of the A sites in the perovskite-like structure positions.

Thus, the chemical formula of the compound in a perovskite-

like form can be represented as K1/4&3/4(Li3/4Fe1/4)(C1.5O3),

where & is a vacancy. As noted by Yao et al. (2017), this

structure is close to the calculated R�33m structure generated by

the combined atom ordering in A and B sublattices (phase 8 of

Table 2). However, alternation of oxalate groups in the

perovskite structure leads to distortion of anion octahedra and

a symmetry change to the R�33c space group (probably phase 11

of Table 2).

(ii) Combination of polar displacements and other

mechanisms. In order to obtain a list of all possible 1:3 A-site-

ordered phases of proper ferroelectrics, it is necessary to

choose an OP that transforms in the direct sum of the irrep

k12�10(�4
�) connected with the polarization, and the irreps

responsible for the realization of other physical mechanisms:

orderings in A, B, X sublattices, and tilts of anion octahedra.

All low-symmetry phases with 1:3 order in the A sublattice,

obtained by the above ways, are given in Table 2 and Fig. 1.

There are 457 phases induced by the combinations of

polarization and tilts and anion octahedra: 391 phases by

polarization and X-site ordering, 24 phases by polarization

and A-site ordering. But there are only three different 1:3

A-site-ordered polar phases among them. The common factor

for all these ferroelectric phases is rhombohedral distortions

of the crystal structures and 1:3 B-site ordering. The latter is

related to the irrep k11�7(M4
+) entering into the full set of OPs

for all phases given.

The phases with the R3m space group (phase 15 of Table 2)

are generated by OPs that are transformed by the direct sum

of two irreps, one of which is k12�10(�4
�) and the other

k11�1(M1
+) or k11�10(M5

�) or k11�7(M4
+) or k11�9(M5

+). They

originate from the combinations of polarization with: proper

ordering in the A sublattice, ordering in the X sublattice,

ordering in the B sublattice or the tilt-like distortion of the

anion octahedra, respectively.

The phases with the space group R3 (phases 13 of Table 2)

are generated by the OP which is transformed by the direct

sum of two irreps: one of them is k12�10(�4
�) and the other is

k11�5(M2
+) or k11�9(M5

+) or k11�10(M5
�) (Aleksandrov &

Bartolomé, 2001; Stokes et al., 2002; Torgashev et al., 2005).

They originate from the combinations of polarization with

X-site ordering or one of the two variants of octahedral tilt-

like distortions, respectively. The structure of this phase is

formed by proper or improper tilts of anion octahedra with

rhombohedral displacements of B atoms, co-directed with

rotation axes (Stokes et al., 2002). The structure of this phase is

observed in the quadruple perovskite Bi1�x/3(Mn3+
3)-

(Mn3+
4�xMn4+

x)O12 in the range 0.10 < x < 0.27 (Mezzadri et

al., 2011).

The phase with the R3c space group (phase 14 of Table 2) is

generated by an OP that is transformed by the direct sum of

two irreps k12�10(�4
�) and k10�10(X5

�). The full set of the OPs

of this phase includes 19 irreps, which reflect the complexity of

this structure.

3.3. Some particular cases of phase transitions in 1:3 ordered
perovskites

In this section we will consider the mechanisms of formation

of some experimentally observed phases, which were not

included in the general classification. The reason for this is

either at phase transitions the type of ordering in the A

sublattice is more complicated than 1:3 (phases with space

groups Pm�33, Pmmm and I2/m), or the phase transition is

associated with non-polar atom displacements (phases with

space group I23).

3.3.1. Pm�33 and Pmmm phase forma-
tion. Let us consider the Ce1/2Cu3Ti4O12

compound. Depending on the synthesis

conditions, this compound exists in two

crystalline forms: with random and

ordered Ce/vacancy distribution at the

A site with Im�33 and Pm�33 space groups,

respectively (Saito et al., 2014) (Fig. 6a).

Ce/vacancy ordering leads to the

appearance of L-type ferrimagnetism

instead of antiferromagnetism in

the disordered structure. Another

compound with this structure is

CuTa2O6 (Propach, 1977), which can be
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Figure 6
Calculated A-site-ordered low-symmetry perovskite structures with space group (a) Pm�33 and (b)
Pmmm.



represented as a quadruple perovskite with a cationic deficit:
&Cu2&Ta4O12.

The structural mechanisms responsible for the formation of

an ordered modification with 1:1:3:3 order in the A sublattice

differ greatly from those for the disordered phase (Section

3.2.1). The phase structure Pm�33 is generated by an OP that is

transformed by the direct sum of two irreps: k11�5(M2
+) and

k13�1(R1
+). These irreps describe the tilts of anion octahedra

(first irrep) and 1:1 A-site orderings (second irrep). The full set

of the OPs also includes the irreps k11�1(M1
+) (1:3 A-site

ordering), k10�1(X1
+) (A-site ordering), k10�5(X2

+), k12�3(�2
+)

and k13�3(R2
+). The combinations of the irreps k12�3(�2

+) and

k10�5(X2
+) [or k10�1(X1

+)] from the full set of the OPs can act

as the proper OPs. Note that the irrep k10�1(X1
+) is connected

with the 1:1:3:3 A-site ordering if the direction of the OP

vector in OP space is (� � �) (Talanov, Talanov et al., 2014).

According to Ebbinghaus (2007), the structure of

slow-cooled samples of the nonstoichiometric compound

Cu2+xTa4O12+	 corresponds to the Pmmm space group with

the splitting of the 1a Wyckoff position of the parent phase

into eight single Wyckoff positions (only six of them are

occupied by copper ions) (Fig. 6b). As in the case of the Pm�33
phase, the structural phase transition to this phase can be

described by an OP that is transformed by the direct sum of

two irreps: k11�5(M2
+) and k13�1(R1

+). But in the case of the

Pmmm phase, the OP (’1 ’2 ’3), generated by the irreps

k11�5(M2
+), corresponds to another system of tilts of anion

octahedra: a+b+c+, but not a+a+a+ (as in the case of the Pm�33
phase) (Howard & Stokes, 1998). As noted by Ebbinghaus

(2007), the site occupancy of the six different copper sites can

vary significantly, depending on the content of copper (x) and

the cooling speed (slow-cooling or quenching), giving rise to a

cooperative vacancy ordering or to a statistical distribution.

3.3.2. I23 phase formation. The structure of LiCuNb3O9

[the structural formula is (Li8/3Cu8/3)6bNb8c
8O24f

24] has the

space group I23 (Sato & Hama, 1993). In addition, an

analogous phase is observed in Fe2+- and Ni2+-modified

CaCu3Ti4O12 (Moriyama et al., 2013). According to Moriyama

et al. (2013), ferroelectric properties are observed in these

solid solutions. Concentration phase transition from the

centrosymmetric Im�33 phase into the non-centrosymmetric I23

phase is characterized by additional B- and X-atom displace-

ments (Sato & Hama, 1993; Moriyama

et al., 2013). There are three irreps

k10�1(X1
+), k10�9(X5

+) and k11�6(M2
�)

(Table 1) that enter into mechanical

representation on the 1b and 3c

Wyckoff positions of the archetype

perovskite structure, but they do not

enter into mechanical representation on

the 1a Wyckoff position (Table 1).

However, only irrep k11�6(M2
�) asso-

ciated with B- and X-site non-polar

displacement and combined with irrep

k11�5(M2
+) induces the phase with the

I23 space group. Improper OPs enter

into the full set of OPs; they are

transformed according to the following irreps: k12�2(�1
�),

k12�3(�2
+), k12�4(�2

�), k11�1(M1
+) (1:3 A-site ordering) and

k11�2(M1
�). It is important to note that irrep k12�10(�4

�),

according to which the ferroelectric OP (the polarization) is

transformed, does not enter into a full set of the OPs. This

means that the structural phase transition from Im�33 to the I23

phase cannot be connected with the ferroelectric structural

instabilities.

3.3.3. I2/m phase formation. In LaMn3Mn4O12, a phase

transition from Im�33 to the I2/m phase with a 1:1 Mn3+/Mn4+

charge ordering in the octahedral and 1:1:1 ordering in square-

planar positions is observed at Tc = 653 K (Fig. 7a). It is

accompanied by a change in the system of tilts of anion

octahedra from a+a+a+ to a+b+c+ (Bochu et al., 1974; Okamoto

et al., 2009). This phase is also observed in RMn7O12 (R = Sm,

Eu, Gd and Tb) (Zhang et al., 2018). In the case of potential

multiferroic BiMn3Mn4O12 further cooling leads to I2/m! Im

! P1 phase transitions at T = 460 K and 290 K, respectively

(Imamura et al., 2008; Belik, Matsushita, Kumagai et al., 2017;

Sławiński et al., 2017; Okamoto et al., 2010).

The phase transition Im�33! I2/m is described by a full set of

OPs including the following irreps: k11�1(M1
+), k11�5(M2

+),

k11�3(M3
+), k11�7(M4

+), k11�9(M5
+), k12�5(�3

+), k12�9(�4
+),

k12�7(�5
+). There are 14 variants of irrep pair combinations,

the direct sum of which forms a reducible representation,

according to which the proper OP, which induces a low-

temperature phase, is transformed (Fig. 7b). Since it was

previously shown that the phase Im�33 is induced by the OP,

which transforms by the irrep k11�5(M2
+), it is necessary to

consider the OP as one of the five combinations of irrep

k11�5(M2
+) with irreps k12�9(�4

+), k12�7(�5
+), k11�3(M3

+),

k11�7(M4
+) and k11�9(M5

+) in order to describe the sequence of

Pm�33m! Im�33 (virtual phase transition) ! I2/m phase tran-

sitions. Investigation of the temperature behavior of addi-

tional physical parameters, for example, the C44 elastic

modulus [the ferroelastic OP is transformed according to irrep

k12�7(�5
+)], the degree of the tilts of anion octahedra

[k11�5(M2
+) and k11�9(M5

+)] and others allows one to obtain

more detailed information on the phase transition mechan-

isms.

The phase transition into the polar Im phase is described by

a full set of the OPs, which also include OPs transforming by
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Figure 7
(a) Calculated A-cation-ordered low-symmetry perovskite structure with space group I2/m. (b)
Solid lines indicate pairs of irreps that induce the I2/m phase formation. Pairs that include
k11�5(M2

+) are shown in red.



the irreps k12�10(�4
�), k12�8(�5

�), k12�3(�2
+), k11�4(M3

�),

k11�8(M4
�) and k11�10(M5

�) (Fig. 8). The entry into the full set

of the OPs of the irrep k12�10(�4
�) leads to the possibility of

the appearance of ferroelectric properties in this phase. From

the crystal chemical point of view, the stabilization of the polar

phase is associated with the stereochemical effect induced by

the presence of Bi3+ ions with the 6s2 one pair of electrons

(Belik, Matsushita, Kumagai et al., 2017; Sławiński et al., 2017;

Mezzadri et al., 2009).

The phase transition to the triclinic P1 phase is described by

a full set of the OPs, which also includes OPs transforming by

the irreps k12�2(�1
�), k12�4(�2

�), k12�6(�3
�), k11�2(M1

�) and

k11�6(M2
�) (Fig. 8). The entry of irrep k11�6(M2

�) into the full

set of the OPs leads to additional B- and X-atom displace-

ments in the perovskite structure.

In another manganite NaMn7O12 (NaMn3Mn4O12) with

Mn3+/Mn4+ charge ordering, an Im�33! I2/m phase transition

is observed in the temperature range 168–176 K (Prodi et al.,

2004; Chenavas et al., 1975). However, further studies have

shown that the commensurate modulation with a propagation

vector q = (1/2, 0, �1/2) can be seen in the low-temperature

phase structure of this compound. Thus, the superstructure is

described by the C2/m space group (Prodi et al., 2014;

Streltsov & Khomskii, 2014).

4. Conclusions

Using group-theoretical methods of the phase transitions

theory, possible 1:3 A-site-ordered structures are derived

from more than 2600 low-symmetry perovskite-like phases

obtained by different paths and then analyzed. These phases

can be formed from a high-symmetry parent perovskite

structure (archetype) as a result of real or virtual structural

phase transitions connected with different OPs: atom order-

ings, atom displacements (polar and non-polar), tilts of octa-

hedra and their combinations. From these phases all 1:3

A-site-ordered low-symmetry phases are identified and clas-

sified by irreps of the Pm�33m space group (Fig. 1, Table 2).

Proper and improper OPs, as well as theoretically calculated

structures (space groups, multiplications of primitive cells,

Wyckoff position splitting) are presented for each of these

phases. The structural mechanisms of the formation of some

experimentally known 1:3 A-site-ordered low-symmetry

phases from an archetype perovskite phase have been studied

in detail: CaCu3Ti4O12 (the phase structure is characterized by

the tilts of anion octahedra), CaCu3Ga2Sn2O12 (the phase

structure can be represented by a combination of the tilts of

anion octahedra and 1:1 B-site ordering), CaMn3Mn4O12 (the

structure of the phase can be considered as a combination of

the tilts of anion octahedra and 1:3 B-site ordering), Ce1/2-

Cu3Ti4O12 (the phase structure is characterized by a combi-

nation of tilts of anion octahedra and additional 1:1 A-site

ordering) and others.

Fig. 9 shows a modified Bärnighausen tree of all possible 1:3

A-site-ordered low-symmetry phases, based on the ITC

approach (ITC, 2010; Müller, 2013) with the irreps indicated,

describing relative phase transitions. Note the fundamental

peculiarity of convergence of two approaches in the modified

Bärnighausen tree. All group–subgroup relations when using

the ITC approach are represented by different pairs of

aristotype and hettotype phases.

In the case of the R-approach, irreps describe all the low-

symmetry phases that occur during a real or virtual phase

transition from only one unchanged archetype phase,

regardless of the intermediate phases. This is an important

distinction. It significantly complicates the representation of

the paths of formation of low-symmetry phases and the

visualization of the results obtained. Therefore, the number of

OPs describing the formation of some low-symmetry phases

(Fig. 9) is not the minimum number of OPs. For example, from

the modified Bärnighausen tree several OPs [k11�1(M1
+),

k11�7(M4
+), k13�8(R5

�), k10�2(X1
�), k11�9(M5

+)] can describe

the formation of the phase with space group R�33c (phase 11,

Table 2) depending on the path. In the case of the R-approach,

the same phase can be obtained from the structure of the

archetype by only one of its proper OPs, which are trans-

formed by irrep k10�10(X5
�). However, the combination of the

two approaches allows us to track the formation of a full set of

OPs, which is unchanged for each of the phases regardless of

the path, and fully determines its structure.

Note that all the phases obtained using the R-approach are

presented in Fig. 1 and Table 2, as well as Fig. 9. But in Fig. 9,

there are several phases that were not obtained by using the

R-approach. These are phases with space groups I �443m, I432,

Pm�33n, P�443n and P4232. Let us explain this inconsistency in the

results obtained by the R- and ITC approaches. The program

COPL (Stokes & Hatch, 2002; Hatch & Stokes, 2002)

helped us to ascertain that the first three phases are induced

by OPs, which are transformed by irreps k11�6(M2
�),

k11�2(M1
�) and k10�5(X2

+), respectively. Irrep k11�6(M2
�)

enters into mechanical representation on Wyckoff positions 1b

and 3c of the perovskite structure (Table 1). This irrep induces

non-polar displacements of B and X atoms and, therefore, it

has not been considered. Irreps k11�2(M1
�) and k10�5(X2

+)

enter neither into permutational nor mechanical representa-

tions of the perovskite structure. According to Boström et al.

(2018) OPs transforming by irreps k11�6(M2
�) and k10�5(X2

+)

are associated with columnar shifts and quadrupolar A-site

order in molecular perovskites. The phases with space groups
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Figure 8
The full set of OPs for the description of the Im�33 ! I2/m ! Im!P1
phase transition cascade observed in BiMn3Mn4O12.



P�443n and P4232 can be induced by the combination of the OPs

k12�4(�2
�) and k10�5(X2

+) in the first case, and k11�2(M1
�) and

k13�3(R2
+) or k12�2(�1

�) and k10�5(X2
+) in the second case.

The physical nature of these parameters is unknown. The 1:3

A-site ordering in all five cases is explained by the occurrence

of the improper OP transformed by irrep k11�1(M1
+) in the full

set of OPs. Thus, the five phases induced by the indicated

irreps are beyond the limitations considered (Fig. 1). Besides,

note the existence of two similar phases with the same space

group R�33c, but with the different splittings of Wyckoff posi-

tions. Atom Wyckoff positions from the A sublattice of the

first phase correspond to atom Wyckoff positions from the B

sublattice of the second phase and vice versa. This is due to the

internal automorphism of the positions 1a and 1b in the

perovskite structure. Thus, the structure of one of the phases is

induced by the OP transformed by irrep k13�9(R4
+), which is

equivalent to the irrep k13�8(R5
�) in the case when the origin

is at the 1b position. But when the origin is at the 1a position,

as in this work, the physical meaning of this OP is unclear, and

that is why irrep k13�9(R4
+) has not been considered.

Fundamentally important is the following result. Most of

the hettotype phases presented here can be obtained in

various ways from different aristotype phases (Fig. 9). For

example, the phase with space group Pn�33 (hettotype) can be

obtained from the aristotype phases Pn�33n, Pn�33m or Im�33 by t2,

by t2 or by k2, respectively, which, in turn, can be obtained

from the phase with the space group Im�33m by k2, by k2 or by

t2, respectively (Figs. 9, 10). A similar situation arises in the
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Figure 9
Modified Bärnighausen tree of all possible 1:3 A-site-ordered low-symmetry phases which was constructed using the ITC approach with the same
limitations as in the R-approach (2a, 2b, 2c maximal primitive cell, only commensurate phases and 1:3 splitting type of 1a Wyckoff position of archetype
structure). The irreps are designated in red. The numbers of phases from Table 2 are designated in green. All translations of the primitive cells of the low-
symmetry phases in this figure relate to the primitive cell of the aristotype phase, which may vary for different phases of the hettotypes. In Table 2, all
translations are given relative to the primitive cell of a parent perovskite structure (archetype) that is common to all low-symmetry phases.



variability found in selecting proper OPs from the full set of

OPs in the R-approach (Fig. 1, Table 2). The same phase with

the space group Pn�33 can be induced from the phase with the

space group Im�33m by three paths: in-phase tilts of octahedra

[irrep k11�5(M2
+)] and B-site ordering [irrep k13�4(R2

�)] via

the intermediate Im�33 phase, or the reverse sequence of the

same OPs via the intermediate Pn�33m phase or tilt-like

distortions [irrep k10�2(X1
�)] and in-phase tilts of octahedra

[irrep k11�5(M2
+)] via the intermediate Pn�33n phase. As stated

above (Section 3.2.2), the known examples are realizations of

the first scenario only (phase Pn�33 is formed by B-site

ordering). It should be noted that, regardless of the path of

phase genesis, the full set of OPs remains unchanged.

The generalization of the result obtained is the principle of

variation in selecting the paths for group-theoretical design of

new phases. This principle can be formulated as follows: the

same low-symmetry phase (hettotype) can be obtained from

the high-symmetry phase (archetype) in several ways

depending on the selection of the proper OPs from the full set

of OPs, with the space-group type of the low-symmetry phase

and the splitting of Wyckoff positions remaining the same,

regardless of the genesis path of the low-symmetry phase.

An even more complicated case is observed during the

description of the Im�33! I2/m! Im! P1 phase transition

cascade which occurs in BiMn3Mn4O12. At each step of the

cascade, the number of irreps entering into a full set of the

OPs increases. As a result, the number of options for choosing

proper OPs in order to describe the entire sequence of

structural phase transitions also increases. Thus, this is a first

presentation of the variability in the choice of the proper OPs

within the unchanged full set of OPs. This result emphasizes

the need to consider the full set of OPs rather than proper OPs

only. The observed variability in the choice of the proper OPs,

which generate 1:3 A-site-ordered low-symmetry phases,

highlights the fundamental significance of the full set of OPs

when describing the structural phase transitions. The varia-
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Figure 10
Possible group-theoretical paths for obtaining a phase with the space group Pn�33 by the ITC and R-approaches.



bility in the choice of the proper OPs within the unchanged

full set of OPs is a new phenomenon revealed in our study.

This extraordinary and important phenomenon requires

further research.

Thus, using the example of 1:3 A-site-ordered perovskites,

this study showed that the combined use of ITC and

R-approaches allows determination of OPs that describe the

structural phase transitions (including virtual transitions) and

the structures of low-symmetry phases as well as investigation

of the structural genesis and group–subgroup relations

between different crystalline phases/structures.
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